2021’s

P.E.A.

AWARD WINNERS
IN ASSOCIATION WITH

Introducing the individuals and teams crowned green pioneers
in their fields at the UK’s leading sustainability awards

I

n our last issue (November 2021), we
announced the winners of 2021’s P.E.A.
(People. Environment. Achievement.)
Awards – the individuals who stand out as
sustainability pioneers in their fields.
In many cases these people are
swimming against the tide in their
organisations and sectors, championing
alternative approaches that challenge
business as usual. This takes a level of
courage that should be celebrated, and
that is what the P.E.A. Awards, now in
their 12th year, are all about.

On the pages that follow we take a
closer look at 2021’s P.E.A. Award
winners, in categories ranging from
Money and Nature to Britain’s Greenest
Family. Judges from 2021’s all-female
panel share what makes these people
so special and why they deserve to be
recognised and celebrated for their
tireless work to protect the planet.
Huge congratulations to all our winners
and runners-up, and thanks to our judges
for combing through the nominations in
one of our hardest years to judge!

2022

P.E.A.

AWARDS

Nominations open!
Do you work with a green hero or count a sustainability
champion among your friends or neighbours?
Nominations are now open for the 2022 P.E.A. Awards,
which will include a new Lifetime Achievement award for
long-term sustainability leadership. Visit peaawards.com
for information about all 2022’s award categories and
everything you need to nominate or enter – it’s free!
2022 P.E.A. Award categories:
ARTS; CLIMATE PIONEER; DIGITAL TECHNOLOGY; DRINK; ELECTRIC VEHICLE; ENERGY;
FOOD; GREEN PIONEER; HEALTH & WELLBEING; INFLUENCER; GREENEST FAMILY;
LIFETIME ACHIEVEMENT; MONEY; NATURE; PRODUCT; TRAVEL; VEGAN
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Nominations close on 31 August 2022 and winners will be announced at a ceremony in October.
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TECHNOLOGY
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ENERGY

Winner

Winner

SPONSORED BY

Winner

JASMINE PRADISSITTO

Artist Jasmine Pradissitto is
breathing art into green issues,
working to highlight and change
the human behaviour that causes
environmental destruction.
Her 70+ worldwide exhibitions
include two recently acclaimed
projects underlining the quality
of post-industrial air.
‘Art has always been one of the best
ways to drive systematic change
across society but art that draws
toxicity from the air is genius.’
P.E.A. judge Dianne Dain

Winner

JESSI BAKER, MBE

CEO of pioneering tech
platform Provenance, Jessi’s story
inspirationally illustrates how
environmental change can be
achieved through supply
chain transparency.
‘Provenance has the potential to
transform supply chain transparency
at scale through blockchain and
Jessi’s integrity and attention to
detail shone through.’
P.E.A. judge Anna Turns

EWEN ANDERSON

MARK MILLAR

Ewen is CIO at Px3,
an independent, specialist
consultancy providing sustainability
assessments to companies seeking
to measure and reduce the carbon
footprint of their IT and commuting.

As CEO of Puredrive Energy,
the only company designing,
developing and manufacturing its
energy storage systems in the UK,
Mark works to reduce the carbon
footprint of production.

‘Ewen from Px3 has been
working with the biggest tech
companies in the universe. We all
know the issues around energy
and data storage so the fact
Ewen helped these giants
understand their ongoing
impact is very impressive.’

‘Battery storage is not going away.
Puredrive Energy show great
penetration in a competitive
market, very scalable and
a great concept.’

P.E.A. judge Katie Hill

P.E.A. judge Jordan Brompton

puredrive-energy.co.uk

px3.org.uk

provenance.org

pradissitto.com

Runners-up:

Runners-up:

CLAIRE VICTORIA BISHOP;
GREG COCHRANE

CHRIS RAMSEY;
GREG COCHRANE;
LAURA YOUNG;
RUSS WAKEHAM

Runners-up:

MANKARAN AHLUWALIA;
PHIL LAW

Runners-up:

CATHY YITONG LI;
LINDA ACHAN;
PRIYANKA KHURANA
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FOOD & DRINK

Joint Winners

Winner
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FIONA HOWARTH

Fiona is CEO of Octopus Electric
Vehicles, the EV provider that’s making
it easy and affordable for companies
to set up salary sacrifice schemes
so their employees can go electric.
‘A true leader in the space, offering
many different electric vehicles,
plus part of the Octopus Energy
Group with their recent £600m
investment. We are sure Fiona
will scale things even more quickly.’

TODDINGTON HARPER

PAUL GABIE

Toddington is CEO of EV and
sustainable energy business
Gridserve, which develops and
operates dependable, low-cost,
clean energy solutions for critical
power infrastructure.

Paul is CEO of ecoSPIRTS, which is
pioneering the solution to singleuse glass in the drinks industry with
a cutting-edge refillable system.

‘True innovation, with an
incredibly passionate business
that will reverse climate change
with electric highways.’
P.E.A. judge Jordan Brompton

P.E.A. judge Jordan Brompton

‘Providing a global spirits motorway
for sustainable sipping –
game-changing for spirits,
wine and more.’
P.E.A. judge Stephanie Jordan

ecospirits.global

gridserve.com

octopusev.com

Runner-up:
JOEL TEAGUE
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Runners-up:

CAROLINE COMPTON-MCPHERSON;
CHRIS JAUME;
LINDA ACHAN;
SOFIA PARENTE
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P.E.A.
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GREENEST
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GREEN PIONEER
SPONSORED BY

HEALTH &
WELLBEING

Since 1921

Winner

Winner

SAFIA MINNEY

ROGER LEESE
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SATISH KUMAR AND FAMILY

Winner

Environmental activist, author and
the driving force behind Resurgence
magazine for over 45 years,
Satish and his wife June Mitchell live
and breathe a green life which has been
passed on to their children,
Mukti and Maya, now low-carbon
lifestyle pioneers.

Through her various enterprises
designed to inspire climate action –
including REAL Sustainability CIC and
Business Declares, plus her many ethical
fashion books and initiatives –
Safia is pioneering Fair Trade and
environmental innovation through
supply chains and corporate activism.

‘Satish lives and breathes a green
life which has been passed onto his
children, now new-generation
eco-pioneers themselves.
The impact and knowledge Satish
has shared over decades via his
publications, surely makes
him worthy of a lifetime
achievement award!’

‘Safia is an icon in green business,
a pioneer, a leader and an
inspiration to all.’
P.E.A. judge Jayn Sterland

safia-minney.com

The rewilding pioneer is using his
commercial litigation experience at
Clifford Chance to bring ESG practices
to the fore of leading global companies.
His rewilding project in the Highlands
explores innovative virtual and digital
ways to communicate the
benefits of rewilding.
‘Roger is at the forefront of rewilding,
what he has achieved will have such a
huge impact on our country!’
P.E.A. judge Jo Wood

birchfieldhighlands.org

P.E.A. judge Cat Fletcher

resurgence.org/satish-kumar

Runners-up:

THE CAHILL FAMILY;
THE DALE FAMILY

Runners-up:

ALICE BARDWELL;
EMMA GOULDING;
JESSI BAKER, MBE;
JO-ANNE CHIDLEY

Runners-up:

ETHICUL;
HELEN BEE;
KATHERINE SWIFT
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GREG COCHRANE

GREEN ANGEL SYNDICATE (GAS)

LILLY PLATT

The former music journalist and host
of the Sounds Like a Plan podcast
is demonstrating how music can
inspire climate action by telling
positive, solution-based stories.

Specialists in smart investments that
help to mitigate climate change,
GAS works tirelessly to support eco
entrepreneurs to provide innovative
solutions to climate change and
to attain the financial reward
they deserve.

An inspiration for kids and adults alike,
Lilly started picking up plastic litter
when she was seven and has now
collected close to 200,000 pieces.
She speaks at high-level events and
uses her social media accounts to
share her experiences.

‘Greg’s podcast, Sounds Like
A Plan, explores entertainment and
sustainability in an authentic and
exciting way. It has huge potential
and we look forward to
hearing more!’
P.E.A. judge Besma Whayeb

linktr.ee/Soundslikeaplanpodcast

‘GAS is joining the dots and
bridging investment with investors
that care more about their cash’s
purpose than just profit.’
P.E.A. judge Dianne Dain

greenangelsyndicate.com

‘You don’t need to spend money
or buy stuff to change the world –
anyone can care for Nature and lead
by example, and Lilly does just
that. She is an inspiration for
kids and adults alike.’
P.E.A. judge Katie Hill

earth.org/lilly-platt-earthorgs-global-ambassador

Runners-up:

EILIDH GALLAGHER;
JOANNA ADJETEY;
LAURA YOUNG;
RUTH MACGILP
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Runner-up:
TRED

Runners-up:

PREVENTED OCEAN PLASTIC;
MANKARAN AHLUWALIA

2021

P.E.A.

AWARD WINNERS
PRODUCT

ANDY ORCHARD

Joint Winners

Andy is international marketing
consultant at Puro Fairtrade Coffee,
which works to better align coffee
with community, conservation
and climate, protecting the
rainforest with every kilo sold.
‘Organic coffee done the
right way, protecting the
rainforest with every kilo sold.’
P.E.A. judge Stephanie Jordan

purocoffee.com

TRAVEL

VEGAN

Winner

Winner

SPONSORED BY

MANKARAN AHLUWALIA

REBECCA HEAPS

TRACEY WEST

Mankaran is CEO of YAYZY,
the carbon footprint calculator using
payment data to track the carbon
footprint of each of your purchases.
Providing retailer-specific
sustainability data, YAYZY helps
you choose where to shop for
a smaller carbon footprint.

Rebecca is Founder of Tentshare,
a peer-to-peer tent matching service
in the model of Airbnb, but for tents.
This year, Tentshare has expanded
its purpose to tackle festival waste.

Tracey is CEO and Co-founder
of The Word Forest Organisation,
a charity underwritten by Tracey’s
vegan principles and love for our
planet, that shone an important
spotlight on mental health
during lockdown.

‘We felt this could be
an absolutely game-changing
technology – human behaviour is a
whopping 60% of the problem with
the climate crisis, and education on
what we are buying gives us more
choice to live the change.’

‘We loved this concept.
So many single-use tents get bought
and wasted, we need to learn
to upcycle and recycle.’
P.E.A. judge Jordan Brompton

tentshare.co.uk

P.E.A. judge Stephanie Jordan

yayzy.com

Runners-up:

GARY STYLES;
JOEY PRINGLE;
PRIMROSE MATHESON;
ROHAN DINN

‘Tracey is an absolute force of nature – and proof that positivity can
get you far. It was no surprise to hear
that vegan principles underwrite
her latest venture, Trees are the Key,
which shone an important spotlight
on mental health during lockdown.
Now she’s preparing for the Big
Green Clash – a fantastic event to
celebrate plant-based athletes.’
P.E.A. judge Katie Hill

Runners-up:

ALICE BARDWELL;
EMMA GOULDING;
JESSI BAKER, MBE;
JO-ANNE CHIDLEY

treesarethekey.com

Runners-up:

JOEY PRINGLE;
LOU PALMER-MASTERTON
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